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BUSTER KEATON & CLYDE BRUCKMAN

THE FILM
When Keaton was asked why he thought The General 
looked so much more authentic than Gone With the 
Wind, he pondered for a moment and then replied 
with complete modesty, “Well, they went to a novel for 
their story. We went to history”. The story is based on a 
curious reminiscence of the Civil War, William Pittenger’s 
The Great Locomotive Chase, in which the author, a 
Northern soldier, recalled a daring raid, in which he 
had taken part in 1862. Twenty men made their way 
from Tennessee into Atlanta and seized a train whilst 
its passengers were at breakfast. Their object was to 
run the train north to Chattanooga where they would 
join up with Union troops, having burnt bridges and cut 
communications along the route... Despite delays they 
were within a few miles of their destination when the 
crew of the train, on a borrowed locomotive, overtook 
them and forced the to abandon their prize... The train 
and the chase were obvious attractions to Keaton and 
this story gave him the weight of dramatic motive which 
he always sought in his comedy subjects.

The General is unique and perhaps perfect. In form 
and method it is like no other comedy, not even another 
Keaton picture. Here, uniquely, the dramatic action and 
the comic business are one and interdependent.

from Buster Keaton by David Robinson, 
Cinema One Series, Secker & Warburg/BFI, 1973

THE MUSIC
Haiku Salut are Gemma Barkerwood, Sophie Barkerwood 
and Louise Croft, an instrumental trio from Derbyshire, 
playing a mixture of electronica, post rock, neo-classical 
and folk. They have released three acclaimed albums. 
They debuted their original score for The General in 
January 2019, and have performed in the Royal Albert 
Hall Festival of Film, Leytonstone Loves Film Festival and 
Tallinn Comedy Festival in Estonia. The score has been 
released on LP and CD. The band have a long standing 
ambition to perform in a planetarium and tonight sees 
the realisation of that dream.

“When we  started writing  the music, the we had no 
idea if it would be serious, light-hearted or both. The 
film is comical, but the subject matter is not comical, 
and although the acting and the intent is hilarious its 
hard to keep laughing when everything keeps going 
wrong for Johnnie”, Sophie Barkerwood, Haiku Salut.

“Largely the purpose of music in silent films is to 
contribute to the atmosphere and exaggerate emotion-
al cues to guide the viewer through the film. Keaton’s 
delivery is so expressive and the comic scenes speak for 
themselves; we were keen not to overstate anything”, 
Gemma Barkerwood, Haiku Salut.
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WRITERS: Buster Keaton & Clyde Bruckman CINEMATOGRAPHY: Bert Haines & Dev Jennings MUSIC: Haiku Salut
CAST: Johnnie Grey Buster Keaton | Annabelle Lee Marion Mack | Captain Andersen Glen Cavender | General Thatcher Jim Farley

VOTING FOR CAPERNAUM A 95 | B 13 | C 5 | D 0 | E 0 | Rating 95% | Attendance 114

Next screening | Birds of Passage | Tuesday 3 December 2019 8.00pm 
‘. . . a textured and utterly unique re-imagining of the family crime saga . . .’



TUESDAY 3 DECMBER 2019  8.00PM

WINCHESTER FILM SOCIETY PRESENTS:

For further information and to book online, please visit
www.winchesterfilmsociety.co.uk


